
Mountains

https://www.fontspace.com/category/mountain

From <https://www.dafont.com/beyond-the-mountains.font> 

https://handmadefont.com/shop/mountain-font/

https://www.designcuts.com/product/montana-font-family/

https://graphicriver.net/item/mountain-peakscreative-font/13868998

Mathematics

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_Modern> 

ue to its ubiquity and excellence in printing mathematics, Computer Modern, the default font LaTeX 
uses, is the face of authority. University course notes, academic papers, theses: Computer Modern is 
there! We get back to the agreeableness of Baskerville above: perhaps people trust this font because 
trusted people use this font. And this isn’t unreasonable! Recall that fonts are like accents: you would 
certainly believe an English accent if they’re telling you about tea, or a Canadian accent if they’re giving 
tips for making maple syrup.

From <http://chalkdustmagazine.com/blog/is-there-a-perfect-maths-font/> 

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambria_%28typeface%29> 

In Office 2007, Microsoft introduced Cambria into their new equation editor, to try to combine the 
good points of LaTeX with the good points of Word and newer font technology. The result is good: 
sample 5 shows a font that has different versions for different heights (note the different ‘1’s as 
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From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_Modern> 

In Office 2007, Microsoft introduced Cambria into their new equation editor, to try to combine the 
good points of LaTeX with the good points of Word and newer font technology. The result is good: 
sample 5 shows a font that has different versions for different heights (note the different ‘1’s as 
mentioned above), as well as keeping the font thick enough so that it renders well at small sizes. Overall 
it suffers from the fact that Microsoft chose to make the sans -serif Calibri the default font in Office, 
leaving Cambria as an unused, slightly odd cousin, but the maths version mixes well with it.

From <http://chalkdustmagazine.com/blog/is -there-a-perfect-maths-font/> 

5 Mathematical Calligraphy
Thus far the term mathematical calligraphy has meant "calligraphy for mathematicians". 
That is, how can a little knowledge of calligraphy aid the generic mathematician. 
Another interpretation, and probably the one that initially comes to mind, would be of 
mathematically inspired calligraphy. There are, perhaps surprisingly, few examples of 
this. Whilst it is not hard to devise a typeface with some connection to mathematics 3, to 
qualify as mathematical calligraphy then it should be a reasonable task to form the 
letters using a pen. 
3There is, apparantly, a phase every typeface designer goes through wherein they design a 
typeface based on ruler-and-compass constructions. A modern (and beautiful) version of this 
can be found in the online book A Constructed Roman Alphabet. I've also experimented with 
mathematical lettering as can be seen in the documentation of the braids and TQFT packages. 
Perhaps one day the definition of a braid will be written as a braid itself. But I digress.

Given the dearth of such examples, we can begin at the begining with numbers. Here, 
then, we present a mathematical typeface suitable for calligraphy designed with 
numbers in mind. The full alphabet4 is presented in Appendix C. The inspiration behind 
it came from writing the word: 
4Created using iFontMaker. Unfortunately, I have lost my original construction of this typeface 
and I'm not sure I remembered all of the assignments correctly. Any suggestions for 
improvements will be gratefully received.

Mathforge 
This does give a whole new dimension to the idea of encoding formal arithmetic as 
numbers. As an example consider the following statement (taken from Wikipedia). 

From <https://loopspace.mathforge.org/CountingOnMyFingers/Calligraphy/> 

From <https://loopspace.mathforge.org/CountingOnMyFingers/Calligraphy/ > From <https://loopspace.mathforge.org/CountingOnMyFingers/Calligraphy/> 

I changed my handwriting font years ago for precisely this purpose, and I have continued to 
tweak my letterforms over the years, using the algorithm of changing the form of whichever 
letters seem to generate the most confusion. Here is my current font: 

Capital letters aren't listed, but my experience is that they're all fairly straightforward. Just 
make sure to use print letters instead of cursive.

1.

It's crucial to have versions of a, b, d, p, and q that can be written using a single stroke. If 
you draw your circles and stems separately, they will constantly get disconnected, which 
vastly decreases legibility.

2.

I often omit the bottom "tail" on the f when writing it in the middle of a word, but I always 
include it when it's part of an equation. Similar statements hold for the top curve on the i. I 
will also draw a 1 as a simple vertical line if I think it's clear from context.

3.

The l (ell) is my newest letter, and I'm not really sure about it yet. I tried using a cursive ℓℓ
for a while, but it never looked good inside of words, and it still wasn't very legible as a variable. At 
present, I am often omitting the top and bottom curves when the l is part of a word.

4.

In general, I've had bad experiences with vertical loops. I've tried loops on ℓℓ's, g's, j's, d's, 
and q's, and all of them seemed to make the letters less recognizable. (This is probably because 
such loops hardly ever appear in computer or typewritten fonts.)

5.

The tail curve on the t is crucial to avoid confusion with a + sign.6.
The initial curves for the v and w are quite helpful for legibility. I also think v's and w's are 
more legible with relatively sharp angles, as opposed to a curvy cursive approach.

7.

The initial curve on the x is absolutely essential. This will be one of your most used letters, 
and it really helps to get it right. Curves on any of the other three stems don't seem to 
improve legibility, and make the letter annoying to write.

8.

I also think this curvy version of a y is easier to read than a two-sticks version. Among 
other advantages, it can be drawn in a single stroke, which avoids disconnection 
problems.

9.

The line across the z helps avoid confusion with the number 2, and the line across the 7 
helps avoid confusion with a variety of symbols.

10.

I don't seem to be able to draw a curvy-bottom 9 that looks good. I wish I could.11.
This version of a 2 is much clearer than any version with a loop on the bottom.12.
I tried drawing a final loop on my o's for a while (like a cursive o), and it didn't work out.13.

A few notes about these letters:

Edit: By request, here are my capital letters. Unlike my lowercase letters, my capitals are really 
quite standard, and I don't have much to say about them. I've also included by Greek letters.

From <https://matheducators.stackexchange.com/questions/41/what -is-a-good-handwriting-font-for-mathematics> 

From <http://www.identifont.com/similar?G47 > 

CHALKBOARD

From <https://www.templatemonster.com/blog/35 -best-examples-of-chalk-hand-lettering-fonts/> 

From <https://www.1001fonts.com/pigment -demo-font.html> 

PIGMENT DEMO

Technology

Iceland

A modular square-shaped geometric typeface with crisp sharp impression and machinery tech 

look. Good legibility, performs well even on low resolutions and at small sizes.

From <https://freebies.fluxes.com/blog/52-best-free-sci-fi-and-tech-fonts/> 

Iceberg

Slim condensed mono-linear font, suitable for medium to large sizes. Long ascenders and 

descenders give improved overall readability.

From <https://freebies.fluxes.com/blog/52-best-free-sci-fi-and-tech-fonts/> 

Audiowide

A tech sans-serif with a techno-futuristic style. Good 

readability.

From <https://freebies.fluxes.com/blog/52 -best-free-sci-fi-and-tech-
fonts/> 
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From <https://www.fonts.com/font/buntype/bunken-tech-sans-wide/medium> 

Bunken Tech Sans

From <https://www.nickkolenda.com/font-psychology/> 

From <https://www.nickkolenda.com/font-psychology/> 

Short Fonts Convey Heaviness and Stability

Font height resembles our metaphorical conception of gravity:

“The meaning potential of horizontality and verticality is 
ultimately based on our experience of gravity, and of walking 
upright. Horizontal orientation, for instance, could suggest 
‘heaviness’, ‘solidity’, but also ‘inertia’, ‘self-satisfaction’” (Kang 
& Choi, 2013, pp. 149)
If you need to portray something as durable or immovable, a 
short font might work well.

Tall Fonts Convey Lightness and Luxury

Likewise, tall fonts convey lightness and quickness. The 
meaning can also extend to metaphorical associations of 
aspiration and ambition (Kang & Choi, 2013).

Other research has linked verticality with luxury (Van Rompay 
et al. 2012). If you need to portray a luxurious product, a tall font 
might be a good choice.

From <https://www.nickkolenda.com/font-psychology/> 

From <https://www.nickkolenda.com/font-psychology/> 

etting text in augmented and virtual reality presents new design challenges that are dramatically different from practically any other 

existing medium. Steve Matteson, Creative Type Director at Monotype, has selected fonts that are both highly legible and represent 

multiple genres, offering reliable choices for AR/VR games, apps or user interfaces.

Avenir™
The word Avenir means 'future' in French and hints that the typeface owes some of its interpretation to Futura. But unlike Fu tura, 

Avenir is not purely geometric; it has vertical strokes that are thicker than the horizontals, an "o" that is not a perfect c ircle, and 

shortened ascenders. Avenir represents the most legible of designs within the geometric sans serif genre. The challenges pose d by 

fully geometric typefaces are reduced in Avenir, putting the emphasis on legible shapes, open forms and ample letter spacing. Avenir 

would work well for extended text in AR/VR or lend modern flair to interfaces for home appliances or IoT.

From <https://www.monotype.com/resources/articles/fonts-to-fit-your-augmented-and-virtual-reality-designs> 

From <https://www.sessions.edu/notes-on-design/type-in-history-futura/> 

Futura’s design is based entirely on simple geometric forms — triangles, squares and near-circles. The 
stroke weight is almost even throughout, except for on letters like the lowercase a. Futura is distinctive 
for its long ascenders and almost classical Roman capitals — these elements give it its stylish elegance 
and differentiate it from other geometric san-serifs.

From <https://www.sessions.edu/notes-on-design/type-in-history-futura/> 

From <https://www.wfonts.com/font/technical-forest> 

TECHNICAL FOREST FONT

This font has the look that qualifies it for sci-fi, hi tech font technology and revolutionary uses. It is 
stylized in such a way that it is considered the best for use in headlines, quotes or tags. The name of the 
font-Technical Forest-is linked with the combination of soft and sharp styles like the leaves and branches 
on a tree!

From <https://medium.com/@beyondexclamation/best-sci-fi-fonts-and-tech-fonts-of-2019-5a2ea31e1f20> 

Overview Controller is a geometric rounded sans serif including 5 weights and corresponding obliques 
and thier extended style are ready. Originally designer was inspired by mixture of techno and organic 
design in the end of 20th century around the West Coast. The letterforms of this font are designed 
geometric but also slightly rounded to make a natural, warm and organic impression. Uppercase N has 
its alternative glyph that can be accessed by using OpenType stylistic feature. Controller is a versatile 
and useful family for a wide range of projects. 

From <https://www.fonts.com/font/flat-it/controller/story> 

From <https://www.fonts.com/font/dharma-type/controller/three> 
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From <https://www.fonts.com/font/dharma-type/controller/three> 

From <https://befonts.com/solaris-futuristic-font.html> 

From <https://www.123rf.com/photo_80950217_stock -vector-cheese-font-cheesy-abc-food-alphabet-yellow-letters-milk-
product.html> 

https://www.123rf.com/photo_80950217_stock-vector-cheese-font-cheesy-abc-food-alphabet-yellow-letters-milk-product.html

From <https://www.123rf.com/photo_48576679_stock -vector-
cheese-slice-isolated-letters-and-numbers-latin-font-yummy-food-
snack-typeset-alphabet-collection-.html?
fromid=RXpBejlZdkNxaFJwOGNQM1dsVlFjZz09 > 

Math symbols

Greek letters 

Name TeX HTML Name TeX HTML Name TeX HTML Name TeX HTML Name TeX HTML 

Alpha Α α Digamma Ϝ ϝ Kappa Κ κ ϰ Omicron Ο ο Upsilon Υ υ 

Beta Β β Zeta Ζ ζ Lambda Λ λ Pi Π π ϖ Phi Φ ϕ φ 

Gamma Γ γ Eta Η η Mu Μ μ Rho Ρ ρ ϱ Chi Χ χ 

Delta Δ δ Theta Θ θ ϑ Nu Ν ν Sigma Σ σ ς Psi Ψ ψ 

Epsilon Ε ϵ ε Iota Ι ι Xi Ξ ξ Tau Τ τ Omega Ω ω 

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_letters_used_in_mathematics,_science,_and_engineering > 

From <https://www.sporcle.com/games/Smeddlesboy/mathpicclick> 

From <https://www.google.ch/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fd35c7d8c.web.cern.ch%
2Fsites%2Fd35c7d8c.web.cern.ch%2Ffiles%2Fbg_09.gif&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%
2Froot.cern.ch%2Ftlatex-math-symbols&tbnid=q9zmJtyoZsD2kM&vet=
12ahUKEwiRmaC70M7nAhXTe1AKHYogC3sQMygEegUIARCNAg..i&docid=aJW2
_mFtaRbXEM&w=596&h=572&q=mathematical%20symbols&ved=
2ahUKEwiRmaC70M7nAhXTe1AKHYogC3sQMygEegUIARCNAg> 
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From <https://www.google.ch/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fi.pinimg.com%2Foriginals%2Fdf%2F7c%2F99%2Fdf7c998bbda4d6177b532b2ce9dd6bd0.gif&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%
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